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Name: Janys N. Antonio, Department of Kinesiology, jantonio@csusb.edu

Name and Date of conference attended: NDA Pedagogy Conference, February 2010, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico.

Teaching Skills Studied: Brain Compatible Dance Education (Anne Green Gilbert), Hispanic Dance, Modern Dance, Zumba, stretch for Dancers.

Impact on Current Teaching: Because of the Zumba class, I went ahead and got my Zumba License and I am now teaching Zumba on the campus. The Stretch for Dancers class was incorporated into my Ballet and Jazz dance classes. The presentation of the Latin Dances has influenced my choreography for all my classes. Everything definitely now has a Latin Flair. Finally, the Brain Dance class taught by Anne Green Gilbert reviewed some of the Dance Standards that I can apply to my Kine 261, Professional Preparation Dance for Majors class.
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